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THE LUXURY PROPERTY SPECIALISTS
Pilling Lane, Lydiate
Asking Price £950,000

Tenure: We are advised by our client that the property is Freehold
Council Tax Band: G

Every care has been taken with the preparation of these property details but they are for general guidance only and complete accuracy cannot 
be guaranteed. If there is any point, which is of particular importance professional verification should be sought. These property details do 
not constitute a contract or part of a contract. We are not qualified to verify tenure of property. Prospective purchasers should seek clarifica-
tion from their solicitor or verify the tenure of this property for themselves by visiting www.landregisteronline.gov.uk. The mention of any 
appliances, fixtures or fittings does not imply they are in working order. Photographs are reproduced for general information and it cannot 
be inferred that any item shown is included in the sale. All dimensions are approximate.
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Welcome to this truly remarkable former coach house, exuding elegance and charm with harmonious fusion of  meticulously curated details and unparalleled 
craftsmanship. Dating back to 1715, this stunning grade II listed residence has undergone a thoughtful restoration, preserving its historic charm while 

tastefully incorporating modern amenities befitting a dwelling of  this calibre.

Nestled amidst a picturesque 1.5-acre plot, adorned with manicured gardens and a paddock, the property offers a serene sanctuary complemented by the 
captivating beauty of  its surroundings. As you enter, a sense of  grandeur greets you, with a gracefully designed layout that seamlessly blends the old with the 

new. With over 2300 sq feet of  living space the home is just perfect for family living and accommodation briefly comprises entrance hallway, lounge, dining area, fitted 
kitchen, four excellent bedrooms, study, a family bathroom and two en-suites. The interior showcases a delightful interplay of  historic elements, including exposed 
beams, stone flag flooring, and original architectural details, harmoniously combined with the finest, contemporary finishes. The result is a living space that exudes 
both character and sophistication. Other highlights include underfloor heating, Lutron lighting and wiring for a Bang & Olufsen sound system.

The splendidly appointed living areas are flooded with natural light, providing an inviting atmosphere for relaxing or entertaining. The well-appointed chef ’s 
kitchen is a culinary enthusiast’s dream, featuring top-of-the-line appliances including a range oven, dishwasher, fridge and freezer, as well as Poggen Pohl units 

which offer ample storage space and are finished with contrasting Ceaser Stone worktops.

The luxurious bedrooms and opulent bathrooms offer a retreat-like experience, meticulously designed with both comfort and style in mind. Whether it’s a peaceful 
night’s sleep or moments of  rejuvenation, this home ensures a sanctuary of  tranquility. The luxurious master suite offers a large front facing window that gives 

plenty of  natural light and views out over the surrounding countryside. The stylish en-suite includes a ‘Duravit’ three piece suite including wash hand basin, low level 
wc and a shower cubicle, the quality finish is complete with tiling to the walls and floor.

The second, third and fourth bedrooms are all doubles and perfect children’s or guests bedrooms with bedroom two having en-suite facilities. A stunning oak 
staircase leads to the third bedroom which is situated on the first floor along with a delightful study room and a large walk in wardrobe. The family bathroom 

offers a lavish four piece ‘Duravit’ suite which comprises a stand alone bath, contemporary wash hand basin, low level wc and walk in shower unit, the look is 
complete with tiling to the walls and floor.

Beyond the interior lies an outdoor haven, where an expertly landscaped garden beckons you to breathe in the fresh air and revel in the vibrant colors and 
fragrances of  nature. A driveway provides ample parking and access to a large detached garage and the well-kept gardens surround the house with the private 

walled gardens to the rear being of  special note with neat lawned areas, well established borders and a stone flagged patio area providing a lovely space in which to 
dine al-fresco style. The rear gardens benefit from not being directly overlooked and a south west facing aspect. To the side elevation, parallel to the private approach 
road is further land that would be just perfect as a paddock for a pony.

Located in a highly sought-after area, this exceptional residence benefits from its close proximity to a variety of  amenities, including renowned schools, bustling 
town centers, and convenient transportation links with easy access to Liverpool and the wider region. Whether you are seeking a peaceful retreat or a place to 

create unforgettable memories, this former coach house is a testament to timeless elegance and refined living.
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KEY FEATURES

Remarkable Grade II Listed Residence

Four Bedrooms

Circa 2378 Square Feet

Well-Appointed Chef ’s Kitchen with 
Top-Of-The-Line Appliances

Beautiful Historic Elements

Picturesque 1.5 Acre Plot

Landscaped Gardens and Paddock

Private Approach Road

Ample Driveway Parking

Large Detached Garage
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